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Testimonial 

Product name: Liftid Personal Brain Stimulator 
Package: Ultimate 
Listing link: (click here) 
Type: Website 

“In late October, 2019, we faced a huge challenge. How could we reach consumers around 
the world, in a short amount of time, with a professional and state-of-the-art online 
marketing strategy that would resonate with consumers and bring our exciting new brand 
to the masses? Well, after an ad agency colleague led us to The Gadget Flow, the 
impossible became possible. Their VP of Sales, got the ball rolling with a thorough 
explanation of the Gadget Flow platform and how they would get Liftid in front of millions 
of consumers over the next 60 days.  

Here is our takeaway working with Gadget Flow. The promotion brought thousands 
of new visitors to the Liftid website and sales of Liftid tripled in the first 10 days of 
the program.  

Our product retails for $149 and we received orders and notoriety from all over the world, 
including one customer who purchased 20 units as Christmas gifts. Inquiries from 
scientists in the tech field and new business opportunities came flowing in and we 
attribute the sudden fast growth of our brand to Gadget Flow.  

Over my 35 year career, when you design and develop a product, incorporate an 
emerging technology, and produce and package this product for consumers, it is 
extremely personal. You want appreciation, recognition, validation and a chance to make 
that product dream a reality. Gadget Flow is all about teamwork, strategy, and a seamless 
partner experience. Their interactive dashboard is easy to navigate and gives you visitor 
and promotional data in real time. With thousands of products on the Gadget Flow site 
including Apple, Google, Canon and HP , it always seemed like our Liftid Neurostimulation 
device was near the top.  
  
I highly recommend anyone in the tech field with a new and exciting product to use 
Gadget Flow to introduce their product to the world. I can’t say enough about the 
wonderful team and marketing platform that Evan has put together and how much I 
enjoyed working with Gadget Flow.” 

-Ken Davidov  / Partner at RPW Technology, LLC

https://thegadgetflow.com/portfolio/personal-brain-stimulator/


About the product
Through tDCS, or Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation, the Liftid 
Neurostimulation Personal Brain Stimulator helps you focus better and 
work smarter. This groundbreaking stimulation device uses popular tDCS 
technology to apply a mild electrical current through two electrodes to 
targeted areas of the brain. It’s a totally safe alternative to caffeine, sugar,  
and other performance enhancers.   
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Analytics
(Click here to watch the video)

https://youtu.be/wJ-ixdvOYMc
https://youtu.be/wJ-ixdvOYMc


Newsletter demographics 

51% USA 

19% Canada 

18% UK 

12% Other 

Platform listing demographics 

52% USA 

22% Sweden 

Demographics & Statistics

Platform listing views - 30 days 38,456

Total impressions - (social media, newsletters, sliders, platform) 9,000,000+

Clicks (direct promotion + listing buy now button) - 30 days 10,228

Dedicated email blast open rate 21%

Top traffic sources
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14% Denmark 

12% Other 

Operating system 

49% Mac OS 

19% Windows OS 

16% iOS 

10% Android OS 

6% Other 

Continue to the Website

http://thegadgetflow.com/submit

